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creating citizens for the future: compassionate, curious and strong. 

Respect         Responsibility      Kindness      Growth 

Dear Parents and Carers,  

While it’s not long now until the 2021 school year ends it is VERY important that children make the most of 

every learning opportunity.  And the best way for this to happen is regular school attendance.  What happens 

each and every day here at Tarneit Rise Primary School matters a lot and learning is cumulative.  Lately we 

have been receiving many requests for extended absences as families intend to fly overseas. Unfortunately, 

we are not able to approve these extended absences.  

Our transition program for our new 2022 Preps began this week. We welcomed 250 prep children. Seeing our 

new Preppies walking in hand-in-hand with their parents or siblings was very exciting! They seemed to have a 

fantastic time making new friends and becoming familiar with school life. 

Transition dates are as follows: 

During these transition sessions, the children will be in class with the teachers and their peers. Parents and    
carers will not be required at school at this time so children are able to settle to task and teachers can observe 
the children and see what they can do independently.  
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Student Voice 

Our Junior school Council did a great job organising our Halloween dress up day and raised $959.90.  

Last Thursday our school captains represented our school, honouring our service men and women at the 

Remembrance Day service in Werribee.  

Thank you to everyone who participated in the Book Week festivities last week. We raised over $2000 for the 

school and everyone’s costumes looked amazing. 

Ansh in grade 2 was one of the lucky raffle winners. Ansh and his little brother, Mihir, were so happy with the 
prize! 

Extra Curricular 

 The walking school bus has started up again on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings. 

 Breakfast Club has also started again and is available for all children every Thursday and Friday morning 
from 8.15am. 

 Chess club starts again next week after school on Tuesday and Thursday. Some of our Chess Club children 
will be representing TRPS in a competition next week. We wish them all the very best in their first          
competition. 

All 2022 grades 1-6 children will get to spend time in their new class on Tuesday December 7.  

School Council has set the voluntary parent payments for 2022 and information about this will be sent home 
shortly to all prep – grade 6 families. This payment covers the book pack, online learning applications, some 
incursions for some grades, STEM and Art. We are requesting that this payment be made by February 28 
2022.  
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Road safety 

 Please note the parking along Cloverdale Road is limited to two minutes only and to be used for drop off 
and pick up. Parents should remain in the car when using these parks. If your child is not there for pick up, 
please drive around the block (like you do at the airport), until they are there, Please do NOT do a U-turn 
along Cloverdale Road as the street is narrow, and doing a U-turn causes congestion and is unsafe. 

Nadia, Sarah, Missy and Gemma 

Grounds and Facilities 

 This week we had the first of our new classrooms arrive. We will be getting an additional five double storey 
classrooms delivered between now and the new year. Four single storey classrooms will be removed as 
part of this process, but it does mean all of our rooms will be ready for the 2022 school year.   

 Landscaping will be completed around the classrooms including a ‘yarning circle’ outside the art room on 
the orchard. 

 Our new playground is still in the design stage and we have been meeting with the architects to finalise 
plays so work can begin on this as soon as possible. It is anticipated this playground will be completed early 
in the new year. 
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Dear Prep Families, 

This term is action packed with fun days and activities. We have had our Halloween dress up day and Book 

Week Celebrations. Coming up this term we also have… 

Wildlife Incursion – Week 11 

Indigenous Perspectives Incursion – Week 9 

Subway Lunch – 15th DEC 

Please refer to compass for any additional information on upcoming events. 
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Here is what we are currently learning…  

Reading 

In Reading, students are learning to infer. Inferring requires readers to use prior knowledge and the          

information in a text to draw conclusions. In our classrooms, we are explicitly looking at character feelings. 

We can read the words, cross check with the pictures and make a judgement on how a character is feeling. 

Here are some questions you may like to ask your child each day as part of your daily reading: 

Who is the character? 

How are they feeling on this page? 

Why do you think they feel this way? 

Writing 

This week, in our phonics instruction, students were introduced to the vowel team ‘ea’. The rule is that ea can 

say both the long e sound (eat) and short e sound (bread). This week we are also learning the writing process 

to write a made-up story or fairy tale. Students will plan, draft, revise, edit and publish their writing.   

Maths 

Last week we finished our Mass and Capacity unit. Students were learning how to compare two objects by 

hefting to decide which is heavier. Hefting is where children place an object in each hand to compare which 

object pushes the hand down more to determine the heavier object. In capacity we were learning to compare 

two containers to see which could hold more. This is always fun as we use many different materials when   

filling up the containers.  

General Reminders 

 Please continue accessing the online reading apps as part of your child’s daily reading and continue to 

bring your child’s yellow reading journal on their allocated day.  

 As the weather is warming up, please make sure your child has their Tarneit Rise school hat. 

 Please pack chopped up fruit in a small container (separate from their lunch box) that can sit on their 

table for when they are hungry during the day.  

PLC PREP 
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Hello Grade One Families, 

The last 2 weeks of the return to face to face learning has been so incredible! We have loved seeing all of the 

students coming to school each and every day ready to learn and demonstrating the school values during this 

time.  

What have we been learning?  

Reading 

 In Reading, we are learning to identify the ‘moral’ of a story. We are practising getting students to identify the 

‘message’ or ‘important lesson’ the author is trying to teach us. Students have been working hard in reading to 

identify the moral in their own independent reading texts and making connections between texts and the 

school values. Last week we had our book week performance and celebrations. Teachers and students had the 

opportunity to dress up as their favourite book character.  

Writing 

In Writing, our students are participating in ‘The Writing Revolution’ revision to consolidate their 

understanding of these skills. Students are learning to expand their sentences, change fragments into 

complete sentences & distinguishing between statements, commands, exclamations and questions in order to 

improve their own writing. Each week students also participate in 2 MSL writing lessons where we work 

together to learn about new Heart Words and new spelling rules to apply in our writing.  

Writing Challenge  

Write a sentence using as many Heart Words as you can. At the end, circle all of the Heart Words you used 

and tally up how many you had. Make sure your sentence makes sense! Try and challenge someone at home 

to beat your score.  

Maths  

In Maths, we have been learning about mass and hefting to distinguish between 2 objects and identifying 

which is heavier and which is lighter. Students have had the opportunity in the classroom to use balance scales 

to confirm their estimations about the mass of 2 objects that they have chosen to measure. Students have also 

started learning about capacity and have had opportunities in the classroom to experiment with real-life 

objects such as cardboard boxes and bottles as a way to measure the capacity of these objects.  
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Thank you for a wonderful return to onsite learning, we are excited for an amazing Term 4 together!  

Friendly Reminders  

 Warmer weather is returning, so please ensure your child has their Tarneit Rise school hat and water 

bottle to stay sun smart and hydrated at school. You may also like to pack some sun screen for your child.  

 Sip and Crunch is welcome for students to have on their tables to fuel their brains during class time.      

Water, fruits and vegetables are a great example of this. 

 Continue bringing your reading satchel to school on your day, so we can check how many nights you have 

read. We have many students who have reached 200 nights already!  

 Our grade one Melbourne Museum incursion is fast approaching so please ensure that your child has paid 

for their participation in this experience.  

 BASTILLE day is coming up very quickly so please ensure your child has been paid for. 

PLC 1 
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Hello to our Grade 2 families,  

With the sustained excitement for the return to face to face learning continuing among all Year 2 students, 
week 6 and 7 of term 4 were action packed!  

What have we been learning?  

Reading and Writing: 

In Reading and Writing we have been exploring and identifying the structure of persuasive texts while learning 
how to form our own opinion with supporting details on specific topics. This unit prompted students to justify 
their point of view and has been aiming to teach them how to structure their writing to persuade or convince 
the reader. We are learning that carefully choosing the vocabulary within a persuasive text can impact the  
audience and the outcome of persuading the reader.  

Numeracy:  
 
The introduction of our money unit in numeracy had students seeing dollar signs all over their work! Students 
have been focusing on showing the value of different coins, finding the total amounts in a variety of ways and 
ordering values from lowest to highest value. With their confidence growing, students were tasked with the 
challenge of applying the knowledge they had learnt to solve and answer practical everyday problems faced 
when using money. This included budgeting for parties, choosing food from a canteen menu and setting up 
their own ‘shop’ to sell and buy classroom items.  
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With Book Week being delayed until Term 4, the anticipation had been building for some time. Alas! The day 

had finally arrived.  Not even the treacherous weather could dampen the book week spirits at the end of week 

6 with many students embracing the occasion and dressing up as some of their favourite characters from their 

beloved stories. The day was jam packed with enthusiasm and an array of engaging activities that had the year 

two cohort overflowing with excitement. For many students the highlight of the day was the live stream event 

that Perform Education presented called ‘Bigger, Better, Brighter’. The interactive incursion saw all classes 

across Grade 2 participate in the livestream simultaneously from the warmth of their classrooms. Aside from 

the chilly weather, the day was a huge success! 

Book Week: 
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A couple of friendly reminders: 
 Please encourage your child to read every night and record it in their reading journal as 

part of our take home reading program. We love to celebrate our reading milestones!  
 
The Grade 2s have been trying their best since returning onsite, and as teachers we are       
extremely proud of their efforts!  
 
 

PLC 2 
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Dear Grade 3 families, guardians and carers, 

The Grade 3 s have been working extremely hard within their classrooms to develop our reading, writing and 
maths skills! It has been amazing to see each child trying their hardest and ‘giving it a red hot go’! We are 
extremely proud of how resilient the Grade 3 cohort is and how they have settled back into everyday 
schooling! Well done and keep it up!  

Reading: 

In Reading, students have been learning about authors’ techniques within film segments and how the lighting, 
music, shot layout and shot size can affect the intended audience, as well as convey a message or moral 
purpose. The students have watched a series of short, animated films to identify the authors purpose, 
intended audience, moral message and how it makes them feel. They have evaluated the effectiveness of 
each video based on the feelings and emotions that they have felt.  

Writing: 

In Writing, students have been researching and writing biographies about famous people around the world. 
To begin, the teachers demonstrated researching and writing a biography about Cathy Freeman, to where the 
students then researched and wrote a biography on Samantha Riley. In the coming weeks, the students will be 
researching and writing about J.K Rowling.  

Maths: 

In Maths, students have been learning about area and how to measure the area of different objects using the 
correct measurement tools. Recently, we have been looking at 2D shapes and 3D objects, by identifying the 
different properties of each shape and the nets of different 3D objects. In the coming weeks, the students will 
be looking at angles and identifying the different angles around the school grounds.  

Respectful Relationships: 

In Respectful Relationships, students have been identifying the difference between a ‘Right’ and a 
‘Responsibility’ as they gave gratitude by completing a ‘Wall of Thanks’. 
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Reminders:  

 Please make sure your child has a hat in their bag each day.  

 Please provide your child with a mask to be worn at school.  

 Please keep your child home if they are sick.  

 Please ensure that your child is reading everyday and filling in their reading journal. 

 

History:   

In History, students have been learning about celebrations and commemorations, and the significant days 
that are celebrated and commemorated within Australia. This task tied in perfectly last week, as the students 
learnt about the significance of Remembrance Day (11/11/2021). 

PLC 3 
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Book Week  
What a fun end to the week! We celebrated all things Literacy by dressing up as our favourite characters and 
participating in a number of different activities that promote engagement in Literacy, including a live 
performance. 

Reading  
We have continued our work on developing our inferential understanding in reading. Our students are quickly 
becoming experts by using evidence from the text and explaining how this with their background knowledge 
supports their inferential understanding of text, images and sounds.  
Throughout this unit students have explore images that convey a message, wordless picture books, short    
stories and short video clips. 

Students have begun applying the skills learnt and practised during this unit in our current poetry unit. In this 
unit, students are exploring the different language and sound devices that authors use in poems to engage us 
as readers and convey meaning. 
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Writing 
Our focus has been on persuasive writing and our students have had lots of 
fun debating their ideas, supporting their arguments with evidence and    
convincing explanations. We have seen our students grow in confidence in 
this area of writing and they are really beginning to develop well structured 
paragraphs.  

We have now wrapped up this unit and students will begin looking at poetry. 
In this unit they will explore different styles and write their own, to then   
publish at the end of the unit. 

Maths 
Students have spent the last couple of weeks exploring the properties of 2D shapes and 
3D objects. They learnt and used geometrical language to describe shapes. Students   
explored how shapes can be created by splitting and combining shapes. For example, a 
pentagon can be made from a square and a triangle. 

While exploring shapes students calculated the area of 2D shapes using the informal 
unites of squares in their grid books. 
 

Health & Respectful Relationships 
The past two years have thrown many unprecedented situations our way, so we have been focusing on       
developing strategies for building resilience and dealing with life’s challenges. Our focus has been on             
developing an ‘Attitude of Gratitude’. Students have been encouraged to focus on what they do have to be 
thankful for and it has been wonderful to see them expressing their ideas in different ways.  
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Upcoming Events 
If you have not paid please pay at the office prior to the event.  
 
Week 8 - Bastille Day 
This day will include a French Cultural Performance and French Art Activities in each classroom. Every child 
that pays for the incursion will also receive a croissant at morning recess time. All students are invited to wear 
red, blue or white clothing to represent the French flag and awards and prizes will be presented to children in 
every grade for participation and the completed learning through our program. 
 
Week 9: Monday 29th November - Managing Menstruation (girls only)  
This ‘Girls Only – Managing Menstruation’ program develops girls’ understanding of their changing body, the 
process of menstruation and management of menstruation. The program includes information on changes  
experienced at puberty and basic female reproductive anatomy. 
 

Week 9: Friday 3rd December - Mind and Body incursion 

Students will develop a sense of how calm and stillness can be used to harness greater concentration and  
focus. Students will be guided through breathing techniques and age-appropriate relaxation activities that 
regulate emotions and improve concentration and energy levels. Students will learn basic poses that increase 
strength, coordination and flexibility. 
During this incursion students will: 

 discuss the connection between emotions and behaviour.; 
 

 discuss the importance of mindfulness strategies and how to identify when to use them.; 
 

 practice and refine basic strength, coordination and flexibility exercises.; 
 

 communicate and discuss outcomes; 
 

 develop strategies to manage challenging situations constructively; 
 
 

PLC 4 
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Dear Grade 5/6 families and carers, 

Students have been working hard during assessment weeks and have been exhibiting the school values of 

growth and responsibility while they are applying their understanding of the content they have learnt this 

semester. The 5/6 PLC team is proud of how quickly students have settled back into routines and are excited 

to see students back in the classroom again! A quick reminder to ask students to bring their hats and a face 

mask with them to school every day. 

Reading 

In Reading, students have been exploring a range of digital texts with the intention of comparing and 

contrasting the formality, complexity and structure of texts; this allowed students to engage with a variety of 

text types and see how authors vary language, structure and features to meet their purpose. Students then 

moved onto the skill of inferencing. To make an inference, students applied their prior knowledge on a subject 

and used text clues such as illustrations, titles and dialogue to unpack inferred meaning in a text. Students 

used their critical thinking skills to make inferences and create a deeper understanding of the text.  

Writing 

In Writing, students have been learning how to use an SPO (Single Paragraph Outline) and MPO (Multiple 

Paragraph Outline) to create an information report on the human life cycle. Students have learnt how to 

structure a cohesive paragraph and utilised their note-taking strategies to isolate key information in a text. 

Students have worked through the writing process by drafting, editing and revising each of their paragraphs as 

they write. 

Maths 

In Mathematics, students have been focusing on the strand of measurement and geometry through analysing 

grid locations and transformations. Students learnt how to use a grid map to: identify coordinates, identify and 

interpret key symbols on a map and write directions. To assist your child at home, you can ask them to identify 

key landmarks near them and to provide directions to key locations such as school and the supermarket. 

Students have learnt how to distinguish between line and rotational symmetry and applied this understanding 

to a range of concrete and irregular shapes. Students applied their knowledge of geometry and symmetry to 

draw enlargement and reductions of 2D shapes. 
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Health 

In health, students have been exploring the physical, mental, social and emotional changes associated with   

puberty. This has allowed students to ask wondering questions and explore the developmental milestones they 

will be/are experiencing. 

PLC 5/6 
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Bonjour, Wominjeka and Kia Ora to all! 
 
These last two weeks have been busy and just a little bit messy. We’ve also thought deeply about who we 
are as artists and what inspires us to be creative. Our junior artists created a piece of art by manipulating clay 
and using natural and/or human-made materials as printing tools. They have now begun on their major 
works. Prep work is inspired by May Gibbs and the Grade Ones and Twos will be creating their own UooUoos 
over the next few weeks. Our Grade Threes and Fours have begun work on their fabric collages inspired by 
Kitty Callaghan and our Grade Fives and Sixes have drafted a hybrid creature that shows their identity in an 
abstract way. These hybrid creatures will become soft sculptures over the coming weeks, inspired by Mirka 
Mora’s dolls. The templates will be transferred to fabric, painted, cut, sewn and filled. We can’t wait to see 
all the hybrid creatures like the ones below become 3D.  
 
Ms. Popczyk and Mrs. Taylor 
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Students have continued learning about digital technologies since our return to onsite learning in Term 4, 
where they have used a variety of coding apps to represent a sequence of steps to solve a problem. Some year 
levels have had the opportunity so far to develop their programming skills by using Sphero robots (spherical 
balls) and we plan on using these robots and other robots (Blue-Bot’s) across other year levels in the coming 
weeks. Using these robots will help to develop the students’ coding skills which will improve their ability to 
solve problems efficiently.  

Prep students have been learning to represent a sequence of steps to solve a     

problem. They identified the problem that needed to be solved and arranged the 

steps of a sequence in the correct order to solve it. For example, how to ‘build a 

snowman’ or ‘get ready for school’. 

Grade 1 students have been learning to represent a sequence of steps to solve a problem.  They identified 
the problem that needed to be solved and gave a sequence of steps to solve it using verbal instructions. For 
example, providing the steps required on the grid to get the race car to the finishing line.  
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Grade 2 and 3 students continued to develop their coding skills by using the Code Monkey Jr app, where they 

were able to use ‘loops’ (repeated instructions) to solve problems more efficiently.    

Code Monkey Jr App 

Grade 4 students learnt that algorithms can look different in a variety of contexts. They used algorithms in 

the form of block coding on ‘Dance Party’ (Code.org website) to make animals dance.  

Grade 5/6 students continued to develop their computational thinking skills by using the Edu app to program 

Spheros (spherical robots) to operate independently, for example, to find their way out of a maze (see below) 

or to create different shapes. 
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Term 4— Week 7 

Dear students, parents and families.  

It has been a fantastic start back on site. Students have embraced PE with enthusiasm and the positive growth 
mindset that is embedded here at Tarneit Rise. Our prep, grade 1 and grade 2 students have been learning 
about correct running technique, continuing to practise the overarm throw. Running is an important skill that 
is used in many sports and is often not taught to students as they grow. We believe that it is an important skill 
to teach as we aim for all our students to be happy and healthy people as they grow into adults. 

Our grade 3-6 students have been learning about striking and fielding games. Striking and fielding games are 
any game that has one team on offence who are striking or 
hitting the ball into an area or field and a team on defence 
who are trying to stop them scoring runs. These types of 
games are split into two categories: diamond games (Kickball, 
Teeball, Baseball) and shuttle (Cricket, Danish Longball). By 
learning the concept and idea of the games  students are able 
to apply the tactics from sport to another e.g. fielding in   
Cricket to fielding in Baseball. 

Play - Why is play important for my child? 

As we open up and children begin to play again this part of 
their development will be activated. Executive function is 
when the brain makes high level thinking decisions in order to 
achieve a goal, any goal. When a child plays physically with 
other children the part of the brain responsible for these 
types of decisions grows and improves. This is why play is   
Important for young children. See the research paper below 
for more information. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/
fnhum.2013.00867/full 

Below is a link on how to learn how to practise overarm 
throwing  at home. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrXJ-6so8AU 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnhum.2013.00867/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fnhum.2013.00867/full
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrXJ-6so8AU
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FREE App 

Free App download from Cricket Australia called  'CA Coach'  A really good free resource for parents.       
Download then click on the parent icon then building blocks icon for some interesting tips. 

Can you do? 

 

 

Stay safe and stay active everyone, 

The PE TEAM 
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ICT NEWS 

Learning with the e-Safety Commissioner 
These live webinars explore the latest research and they are a great way to learn how you can help your child 
develop the skills to be safer online.  
All sessions are delivered by eSafety's expert education and training team. 
  
There is short description of the current and upcoming sessions for Term 4 below and you can register for   
sessions by following this link https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars  

 eSafety’s parent guide to online gaming 
This Term 4 webinar will provide parents and carers with an understanding of the benefits and risks of online 
gaming.  
 
It is designed for parents and carers of young people aged 8 – 13 and will cover:  

 eSafety’s State of play research; 
 

 the games young people are using and how they are engaging with them; 
 

 the benefits of gaming and how to mitigate risks; 
 

 practical strategies to use at home and where to find help and support if things go wrong. 
 
Dates (Australian Eastern Standard Time) 

 24 November 7.30 to 8.30 pm 
 
In case you missed it and other resources 
The e-Safety Commissioner has added recordings (video and audio only options) of previous webinars to their 
website. 
Follow this link to view them, as well as other parent resources -                                                                       
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/resources#videos  

 Article #10: Protecting your child against online identity theft 

As your child grows up they develop responsibility to access services such as a library membership, bank       
accounts and a mobile phone. This includes managing the use of PINS, and passwords to ensure that personal 
information is safe and online revealed to appropriate people and organisations. 

Identity theft is when your child’s personal information is used without their knowledge or permission.         
Personal information can be accessed from their online accounts and with sufficient information, criminals can 
transfer money directly from bank accounts or impersonate your child online on social networking sites. 

 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/webinars
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/resources#videos
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Your child can reduce the chance of identity theft by: 

  using secure website for shopping and online baking. Look for the padlock symbol, a URL that begins with 
‘https’ and correct spelling and logos; 

  monitoring their content. If their profile has been hacked, shut it down immediately. Some sites also allow 
you to set up notifications when your account is logged in from an unregistered device; 

 
 manging their passwords regularly. Passwords should never be shared, should be changed  frequently and be 

a mix of letters, numbers and symbols; 
 
 not getting phished. Ensure your child doesn’t respond to calls or emails from ‘banks’ asking for PINS and 

passwords. If they are concerned it is not the real bank, hang up and call back their publicly listed number. 
If an email from a bank/credit card asks you to clink on a link chances are, it’s a scam; 

 
 reporting it. If your chid think that they have had their personal details stolen or used without their 

knowledge, they should talk to their bank or other related institution. 

 
If you, your child or someone you know wants to know more about identity theft, visit safety.gov.au or          
contact the Kids Helpline on 1800 55 1800 or eheadspace on 1800 650 890.  

 
More information can be found here on the eSafety Commissioner website                                                   
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/ 

https://www.esafety.gov.au/about-us/counselling-support-services
https://www.esafety.gov.au/parents/
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Administration Office  

We are currently minimising visitors to the office and are keeping our front door locked.  If you have an 

enquiry please phone  7002 6580 or email tarneit.rise.ps@education.vic.gov.au first. We understand 

sometimes families need to collect or drop things off at the office for their children  and we  thank you for you 

cooperation with this.  

School Hats 

We have hats available to buy from the office. For $17 each. School hats must be worn in the playground in  

Term 4.   

Student absence  

If your child is unwell or won’t be attending on the days your child is to be at school during our staggered 

return to onsite learning, an explanation must be provided to the school. There are a few options for 

providing this information: 

 call the school on 7002 6580 and press option 2 to leave a message. Clearly state your child’s name, class 

and reason for absence. Email: tarneit.rise.ps@education.vic.gov.au 

 on the days the children are remote learning, they will continue  to mark their attendance on Google 

Classroom.   

Late arrivals 

School starts at 8:45 am and at Tarneit Rise we believe Every Minute Counts. The gates will be locked from 

8:45am (this is to ensure the safety of every student.). If your child arrives at school after 8:45 they must 

receive a late pass from the office on Rifflebird Drive. This will ensure their attendance is correctly entered. 

Face Masks 

We will have TRPS children face masks to buy from the office. They are $5 each. Alternatively, please provide 

your child in grade 3-6 with a mask to be worn at school. 

Change of contact details  

If your contact details have changed please contact the office to make time to collect a form to fill out as it is 

important that we have the correct contact details on file in case of an emergency. Alternatively, you can 

email the school at tarneit.rise.ps@education.vic.gov.au  

Lost Property  

Outside of the office you will find a large grey laundry basket for lost property. Please ensure your child’s 

items are clearly marked with their name so that they can be easily returned.  

Please check that your children are coming home with the correct items. If they bring home an item with     

someone else’s name, please return it to the office. 

mailto:tarneit.rise.ps@education.vic.gov.au
mailto:tarneit.rise.ps@education.vic.gov.au
mailto:tarneit.rise.ps@education.vic.gov.au
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Sickbay  

We highly recommend that all children have a spare pair of clothing kept in their bags in case of toileting      

accidents at school. We also suggest packing a pair of black tracksuit shorts, socks and underwear.  

We would like to remind families that the Department of Education and Training does not provide personal 

accident insurance or ambulance cover for students. We highly recommend that families have their own     

ambulance coverage/insurance, and please ensure that we have up to date details at the front office in case of 

an emergency. 
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Prep—2 

Austin    Nimar    Sahib    Angad  

Ahan    Nimrat    Fateh    Om 

Niranjan   Vidhan    Nathi    Sophia 

Jasreet    Abrish    Harleen   Jairus 

Japjee    Myra    Jazzlyn    Rehmat 

Ritwik    Pari    Aisha    Jaskaran 

Samhita   Gurik    Ilahan    KJ 

Ajay    Fateh D   Devona   Aaliya  S 

Tyler    Samaira   Yuvraj    Aj S 

Zoya    Marcus    Deep    Geronimo 

Kavya    Saanvi    Rhianna   Khyron  

Alice    Faith    Pranavi    Renee S 

Raheen J   Jakob    Hosannah   Jai 

Yassin    Kavya    Diya    Nyasa 

Yamina    Aishleen   Marial    Cara T 

Kiara    Jay    Alina    Alayna 

Joshan    Elijah    Victoria   Arnav 

Krisha    Hesara    Ayana    Skylah 

Tenzin    Zamiel    Nazarene   Dhun 

Aadvik    Mudadssir   Elijah    Ashmeet 

Zion  

Performing Arts:  All 1N Students   Kavya 

Visual Arts:  Rehan K 

Science:  Arjun           
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Grades 3—6 

Elrohie    Arosh A   Anmol S   Blaze D 

Aesha P   Amber S   Ahad    Guneet K 

Diya K    Meklit F   Sarim A   Danyal R 

Feyon s   Sehajpreet K   Shaurya M   Prabhav I 

Gursahib S   Farhat A   Tarkyn W   Dulach D 

Keshav Sharma  Mishal M   5/6 F    Mahnoor U  

Rishika S   Sharan T   Nancy P   Fiona G 

Rayan F   Ahi T 

 

Visual Arts:  Dulach D 

Performing Arts: 5/6D 

Science:  Paarth M 
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Dear Families, 

As we are getting back to normality, we are noticing a lot of casual bookings coming in which 

is great to see.  We are so happy to have all the children return to Big Childcare and we want 

to make sure that we can accommodate . I just would like to give you a quick update and a  

reminder on our booking process for casual bookings:  

Please inform Big Childcare on 0421 156 450 between the hours of 6:30am and 10:00am to 

allow bookings to be approved. If you require urgent care for the afternoon after these      

contact hours staff will be back at the service at 2.30pm. We ask you to please TEXT us          

between 10am-2.30pm so we can ensure your child does not miss out on a booking spot and 

we will respond as soon as we return to the service at around 2.30pm.  

Please be mindful there is a non-communication fee of $50 if we are not notified that your 

child will attend our service.  

 

If you have any questions as always, please contact Big Childcare on  

0421 156 450 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

Big Childcare  


